MODEL 55-0405 STATIC KICKER MOUNTING PLATE

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

This STATIC PLATE is designed for use with any kicker on most transoms.

***IMPORTANT***
The large flat washers included must be used to secure the plate.

These washers go under the head of the mounting bolts (not included) on the outside.

1. The plate mounts to the transom with the lip resting on the top of the boat transom—Smooth side facing out.

Position the plate where it will be mounted. Mark the location where your mounting holes will be drilled. Drill first with 1/8” bit for pilot holes, then re-drill with a larger bit to accommodate 1/2” stainless bolts with matching nuts. It is recommended that washers be used inside the nuts as well.

2. Bolt the plate to the transom.

3. Clamp the kicker motor onto the plate.

4. Locate the security bolt holes on the outboard’s clamping bracket. These are located on the part of the motor’s clamping bracket outside of the boat; the holes are on the lower right and lower left corners of the motor’s clamping bracket. Using a long 5/16” drill bit, drill from the security bolt holes in the outboard’s clamping brackets through the mounting plate and boat transom. You will be drilling from the outside. Install two 5/16” bolts through the outboard’s clamp brackets, kicker mounting plate and secure to the transom with lock nuts and washer inside transom. Be sure to add marine grade silicone to all the holes as a sealant.
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